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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study ws to determine how accurately 

academic success of engineering students at the University of Houston 

can be predicted, from a knowledge of their High School grade point 

average, and their scores obtained on tests that make up the freshman 

guidance battery.

The battery of standardized tests considered in this study 

included (1) The American Council on Education Psychological Examination, 

1^7 College Edition; (2) Cooperative Inter-American Reading Test — 

part 2 only; (3) Cooperative English Test Mechanics of Expression, 

forms Z & S; (U) Math. Screening Test, University of Houston; and (5) 

Kuder Preference Record, Form CM.

The criterion used was the grade point average:, for the first 

semester *s work of the recent high school graduates that entered the 

University of Houston’s Engineering College in the Fall of 1955• The 

Pearson product moment method was used to find, the intercorrelation 

between the criterion and meh variable and between each variable and 

all other variables.

The Wherry-Doolittle test selection method was used to determine 

the multiple correlation aod the beta coefficients of the various tests. 

It was found that the mximum predictive value of variables is obtained 

with the high school grade point averages and the scores provided on 

two of the tests in the battery. Listed in the order of their relative 

contribution these are; Hi^i school grade point averages. Math. Screening 

and ACE I^ychological Examination score. The beta coefficients, listed 

in the same order, were found to be .5^> *03, and .02. The shrunken 

coefficient of multiple correlation was found to be .63.



It is obvious that bo single variable is a very good means of 

predicting success in the college of engineering. However, when optimum 

weights are applied to three of the scores, a substantial reduction in 

errors of prediction is obtained.



CHAPTER I

THE PROBIEM

Statement, of the problem.. It «as the purpose of this study to 

determine how accurately academic success of engineering students at the 

University of Houston can be predicted from a knowledge of their high 

school grade point average and their scores obtained on tests that make 

up the frestatn guidance battery.

Importance of the study. The University of Houston began a 

new comprehensive freshiaan guidance program in the fall of 1955- But, 

Without valid statistical information concerning the tools they are using 

to give the student objective information about his chances of success 

in the various colleges, the counselor’s recommendations cannot be much 

better than chance.

Tne College of Engineering of tee University of Houston has 

enrolled from eight hundred to one thousand freshmen engineering stu

dents each 'year since 19^6. The greatest number to graduate from this 

school in any one year has been between one hundred seventy five to two 

hundred. What is happening to the seven or eight hundred that did not 

make the grade? It is quite inefficient to spend the time and money 

training students who will never complete tee training, and it is both 

psychologically and economically unwise for the student to spend years 

training for semething he will mver be able to complete or utilize. 

The College of Engineering could turn out more graduates with perhaps 

even higher standards if it were able to predict more accurately the 

success of its applicants.

The shortage of trained engineers at present is estimated to
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be nearly 65,000 and occupational market analysts have pointed out that 

this shortage is likely to remin for a number of years. In light of this 

situation, engineering educators have been engaging in an active campaign 

of informing and inviting able high school students to consider engineer

ing as a profession. Since the training of engineers is an expensive

MS: well as a demanding one for the student, means for facilitating 

selection and guidance of prospective engineers are needed.

1. Coleman, W.; “Economical Test Battery for Predicting Freshman Engineer
ing Course Grades**, Journal of Applied Psychology, December 
1953, pp.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERA'rUKE

It is beyond, the scope of tills investigation to review all 

the studies relating to the prediction of success in scholastic work 

in general, but s»e of the studies that deal with prediction of 

success in engineering colleges were considered, in relation to this 

study.

As a means of predicting the grades of college engineering 

students a trial - test battery was administered to entering freshman 

engineering students at the University of Tennessee in September,

1950- Hie battery used, included the American Council on Education 

Psychological Exaiaination, 19^9 edition, the Cooperative English Test, 

Fora OM, Fora S of the Cooperative Algebra Test# the Minnesota Paper 

Fora Board, and the Bennet Mechanical Comprehension Test. No interest 

inventory was included, in this battery, otherwise it is similar to the < 

one recommended by Stuit and his collaborators for use with engineers. 

The particular tests were selected because of their low cost and ease 

of administration.

The criteria for the study consisted of grades tabulated 

for this ^x>up from the fall quarter, 1950, through the fan quarter,

1951- Freshman year grades usually take care- of most of the screening 

of engineering candidates at the University of Tennessee, as failures 

are more unlikely after the first few quarters in the engineering 

curriculum. No selection procedures, other than a minimum mathemtics 

requirement of four high school units are used; therefore, the entering
2 

class is a relatively heterogeneous group.

Coleman, NiUiam; ”An Economical Test Battery for Predicting Freshman 
Engineering Course Grades*, The Journal of Applied Psychology rr-l •VI' it- ZT -m 1. Z r"~"—. .... ..... . ■■■S..,.. .....
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Thougli the coefficients found in Coleraan’s study are not specially 

hi^., several of thm are sufficiently so to be regarded as meaningful in 

selection or for guidance purposes. With a population consisting of high 

school students, a hitter correlation vould be hypothesized for this more 

heterogeneous group.

The Cooperative Algebra Test seemed to be the best predictive 

instrument in the battery, folloved by the Cooperative English Test which 

ranked second. Better correlations with grades were obtained from the 

Mechanical Comprehension Tests than with either of the ACE scores. In an 

unpublished master’s thesis at the University of Tennessee, Tarvin found 

that the algebra and English tests yielded higher correlations than either 

ACE score among freshaBa students. From these data and other studies, the 

predictive value of so-called scholastic aptitude tests such as the ACE 

must be questioned in caparison to outright achievement tests.

This same study reveals that in different cowrses different 

instruments be the mst effective predictors. Tlie English test, for 

example, is best for predicting^ English grades and the algebra test in 

a similar fashion for mthematics gxades. Tlie Bennett is clearly the best 

predictor in engineerii^ drawing instead of the Minnesota Baper Form 

Board as might have been -expected. Bo test merges as a good predictor 

for civil, engineering. This may reflect to some extent the unreliability 

of grades in this course though further evidence is. needed... The English 

grade stands out as the best predictor in mechanical exigineering. The 

algebra test aM Q score- seem to be the best predictors in engineering 

problems, though the Bennet provides a moderate correlation coefficient.

To be noted with interest is the fact that the ®Q” score is 

more valuable than the *L# for this engineering group in the courses
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considered. This# of* course# is contrary to the usual findings with the 

ACE in other curricula. The lowest correlation coefficients were yielded 

by the Minnesota Paper Form Board.

Multiple correlations were then computed, for four of the 

criterion variables# grades in English# engineering drawing, engineering 

problems, and mthemtics.

Tne addition of further tests does ■ not add much in the case of 

English and mathematics where the zero order correlations were roderately 

high in the first place. In engineering drawing and. engineering problems 

the extra tests appreciably contribute in improving the correlation coef

ficients, from .^96 to .612 for the problems course, and from .H53 to 

.5U1 for the drawing course. J Additional tests seem warranted for more 

reliable ■prediction in the case of these two courses.
3

Johnson found that the- mthemtical score- on- the College Board 

.Scholastic Aptitude test provides a most effective prediction of engi

neering college grades. It is, of course, merely an indication of ability. 

It provides no clue as to motivation or to achievement. There is no

■evidence that it is a measure of talent for making money, or of persuasive 

skill in dealing with people, or of the ability to invent useful things. 

In addition to scholastic ability, it would be good to learn whether an 

applicant has learned to study or to discipline himself to do the day to 

day work which will b® assigned t^. him in engineering school, for often 

an exceptionally able fresliman has not learned these things. Achievement 

test scores are ^.rtial clues in this connection as are grades in secondary 

school.

It is becoming widely known that tiie verbal score on the Scho- 

laStic Aptitude Test can be an important aid in evaluating the qualifications

3. Johnson, ,P@rberton; "The Prediction of Engineering Potentiality in 
High School Students”, ®ie Journal of Engineering Education; 
October. 1955. Pp.136-9 
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of a hlg^i school senior -who is an applicant to an engineering college. 

Johnson reconmiends the use of a conibined scholastic aptitude test score 

along vlth consideration of rank in high school class for predicting 

success in engineering college. This combined score my be either an 

average of the oathemtics and verbal scores of the College Board Scho

lastic Aptitude Test or a total obtained by doubling the mathematics 

score and adding the verbal score so that in effect twice as much vei^it 

is given to the mthemtics score.. In this wy, if the verbal score is 

low it will serve to deprass either the average or the total composite 

score. Ideally, of course, the proper weighting should be worked out by 

each institution.

For those institutions which receive the College Board Test 

Reports the coir^arison of achievement tests scores a^inst corresponding 

aptitude test semes my give a rather good clue as to whether a par

ticular mn has performd up to the level of his ability as measured by 

the aptitude test.

Some engineering colleges are faced with a problem of high 

school students dropping in and asking for an immediate evaluation of 

their potential for the study of engineering. In such situations, the 

Pre-Engineering Ability Test can be a very useful substitute for the 

College Board test scores. Some comparative data are available for the 

direct comparison on an approxisiate basis of the Pre-Engineering Ability 

Test scores to College Board iSdhblastic Aptitude Test rathemtics scores.

Neither the College Entrance Examination Board Scholastic 

Aptitude Test nor the Pre-Engineering Ability Test is availAbis. for use 

by secondary schools, however^ as Jolmson points out, the Cooperative 

Intermediate Algebra Test which is? available for secondary school use, and 
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vlileh takes only forty mimtes of testing time in. addition to soine time 

for.teMing out aaS. collecting the test, ja^srs., answer sheets, and electro- 

graphic pencils, las oeen fowd to be a wry effeetiw pi'edictor of grades 

at tw institutions, Purdue and Cornell, isfcen given to incoming teem high 

school graduates.

Johnson in Ms study refers to an unpublished study made by 

Dr. W. B. Schrader, based upon data froa enrolled engineering freshmen 

test^ in the Jhll of I9N8 at (^.raegle Institute of Technology, Cornell 

IMiversity, Lehigli University, Mtgers University, and the University of 

Pennsylvania, in vhicli Schrader f<nmd that the wighted average correlation 

coefficient of hi^i school grades against first-terra, engineering grades 

at these five Institutions was .M6. Tue wilted, average correlation 

coefficient of the Scholastic Aptitude Htest (l&thmiatical Section) scores 

eowbined with hi#x school psdes a^ins* first-terra engineering .grades for 

these five institutions was .66.

The present evidence sug^sts that for almost all engineering 

schools the Scholastic Aptitude Test, mathemtics .score, is a soniewliat 

better single peedictar of engineering ^des than is rank in high school 

gra&Mting Mass- A slight results ^en. In addition to these,

the Intermediate or tl»i. Advanced iiathewntics Test score of the College 

Beard is -^ded into 'Use ccffi®©site of the mthematlcs Scholastic Aptitude 

Test .score and. rat&. in high school Mass. Itmy engtwerlng schools have 

concluded that the additioxBl advantage from use of the achievement test
11

Is not worth the additional cost in terns of tim and money to the applicant.'

V. Pierson, G. A. & 3@k> P.. B.^Using the Cooperative General Achievewnt 
Tests to .Predict Success in Et^Lneering,* Educational and 
Psycholo^.cal gfeasurment, 1951, PP.397-^-02



CHAPTER III

SOURCE OF DATA

Group Studied, The group used, in this study consisted of students 

selected from the entering engineering frestaen of the University of Hous-
5

ton tn the Fall of 1955* Only those students meeting the following require

ments were included: (1) recent hi^i school graduate, (2)taking twelve or 

more semester hours of accredited college work, (3) had no three hour re

medial course included in his schedule, (4) had taken all tests of the 

freshman guidance battery, and (5) were still enrolled at the end of the 

Fall Semester. A'total of ei^ity-nim students comprised tte study group 

on this basis.

In order to Justify the comparison of this group with other engineering 

schools through-out the nation it was ne<^ssary that the sample be re

stricted in the above manner. Only students having the above qualifi

cations would meet the miniiaum entrance requirements of most colleges.

Vartables. Hie Counseling and Testing Service of the University of 

Houston selected the following battery of tests which was administered to 

all entering freshmen in the fall of 1955 the testing staff.

American Council on Education Psychological Examiration for College 

Freshmen, 19^7 Edition. This is a test of general scholastic aptitude 

which has been found to predict, fairly veil, success in collge work 

in general. The test yields in addition to the total score two sub-scores, 

quantitative and linguistic. The "Q" score (quantitative) is based on 

problems in arithmetic, figure analogies, and nuniber series. The nL" score

5* Students enrolled as fresteien at the University of Houston who designate 
engineering as a major do not in reality take any courses in engineering 
as such until the sophomore year.
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(linguistic) is based on same-opposites, completion problems, and verbal 

analogies.

Cooperative English Test A: Mechanics of Expression, fomis S 

and Z. This test ws designed to measure the student*© knowledge of English 

granmr. Though the test Is divided into three parts, only one score is 

obtained. Part I attempts to Measure a knowledge of the use of the right 

word, in syntax. Bart II ateapts to measure knowledge of punctuation and 

capitalisation, and Part III attempts to measure the ability to speU.

Two different forms of this test were used and the scaled scores which were 

used were found not to be equated, t&erefore, the use of this test in the 

study could not be justified.

Cooperative Inter-American Test, Advanced Level. Tlie tests 

consist of two parts: I, Vocabxilary; and II, Comprehension. The words 

included in. the vocabulary section, and the paragraphs on which the com

prehension questions are based, represent a variety of materials and are 

designed to give a raeasure of general reading ability. The scores on Part 

II only were used in this study.

Mathemtical Screening Test, University of Houston. This test 

was constructed by the mthematics department of the University of Houston. 

It attempts to measure achievement in the bsisic concepts of algebra.

KuderPref erence Record, Form CM. This test is designed to 

measure a person*s reLative interests in ten different areas: outdoor, 

mechanical, computational, scientific, persuasive, artistic, literary, 

musical, social -service, and clerical.

High School Grade Point Averages, these were computed from high 

school transcripts. AU grades obtained in the four major subject areas — 

English, mathematics, mtural. sciences, and social studies — for four years 
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of higti school wre. used. *11® averages wro ccwqwted in the following 

wy: ®ch tera gm&e earned eqmled 1; grade of E ^hen sot repeated ss 0, 

erate of D s: 1, grate Of 0 s: 2, grade of B « 3/ tod grade of A = N.

Criterion, Grate point averages s^gewea. to be a logical criterion 

for they ®ra an Important means by which the University of Houston teteraines 

the success or failure of its studerrts. &e use of the first semeeter’s 
grate point averages as a criterion rather than the first year o| any other 

combination of grate point averages, ©an Be justified statistically in that 

the sample is rapidly skewed tewds the M^h. easl. ©f the curve after the first 

sei-nester, due to the fact that a large ^rcentege of the dropouts and. failures 

com© fre® ths first quarter of the. distribution.

The first semster grate point averages wre coniputea in the fol

lowing ratmer t each s®ster hour atten^ted is equal to Ij grates of F & W ~ 0# 

grate ©f V xl.0, @mte of *C?* grate of SB“ :=E 3.0, and grate of "A" = N.O 

for each eeniester hew, cosipute grate point average divide nxmiber of 

semester hours attempted, tote tuality points earned.



CHAPESR IF

4J® /dL^iLYSIS OF THE I^EA

Pearson6 * * * fs procluct«Hiataen.t coefficients aS correlation we com

puted between each of tiie variables and. the criterion. These coefficients 

are presented, in Table I,. The means and standard deviation for the criterion 

and each variable are also- shown, in this trixLe-,

6, A mltiple correlatim coefficient is subject to positive bias, that
is^ the multiple correlation coefficient obtained from a sax^ple always
tends to be larger than the correlation in the total population. The
Wherry shrinkage famula has been applied to all multiple correlation 
coefficients given in this study in an atteopt to rmaove the chance
error.

The Ifiier^HDocdittle test selection Euathod was applied to the 

data giVen in Table I. This revealed tliat the aaxlMffii predictive value 

of the variables is obtained with, tliree of the scores. They are listed in 

the order of their relative- contribution: School grade point, average.

Mathematical Sci-eenixig Ttest, and the quantitative score of the American 

Council on Question Psyeh^t^cal teffidnation, ®ie beta coefficients, 

listed in the sene order, were fowad to be ,03, and .02. The regres

sion equation would be Y — .5*S ,03G Z «O2Q — 3,06 when all of the scores
"6

are in texvas raw scores. The shrunken coefficient of multiple corre

lation was found to 'be- ,63# significant at the ,01 level of confidence. 

The Amrican Council on E&ication ^ychdc^ical Examinaticm quantitative 

score made very little contribution to the battery, increasing the multiple 

correlation only from ,61 to .63.
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TABLE I 

nrmCORBEIATIOKS EETWEEH CRITERION TEST ABD HIGH

SCHOOL GRADE POIHT AVERAGE

V*S SB B c D E F G MEANS S.D.

A • 5H 32 kl • 31 U1 M ’ 1.8 .88

B M5 .-29 .k5 AS ,26 2.7 .68

C 'M .76 76 .23 3k.9 6.6

D k3 77 -38 WrA 9.0

E 91 .26 58.6 13-6

P >36 106.0 19.3

G 21.6 5 A

legend

A ~ 1st Semester Col. Grade fbint Average

1 =* year High School Grade Rsint Average

C ~ Cooperative Inter-Aserican Test Raw Score Part II

D = ACE ”Q” Raw Score

E = ACE *L# Raw Score

F 38 ACE Total Raw Score

G — Meth Screening Test U of H. Raw Score
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It was found that 80 percent of the sample group made 

a grade point average of 1.3 or 'better' for their1 first semester’s 

college wrk. This is the minimua passing mrk set by the Uni- 

versity of Houston, therefore the investigator felt justified 

in making the assumption that all students making a grade point 

average of 1.3 or better should be classified as satisfactory students. 

Assuming that to percent of the engineering students are successful 

by chance selection,. Tables II, HI, IV, and V were computed from 
7

Ihylor ari Eussel Tables to show the improvement over chance that 

can be made by using various cutting scores. As an example of how 

these tables can be used, let us assume that the College of Engineering 

wanted to select the best to percent of their applicants for admission. 

By entering column 2 of Table II at the 20 percent equivalent they 

could expect to students out of each 100 to succeed if only those 

students who earned a 1.1 confuted grade- point average were admitted. 

This would be an 8 j^rcent inproveTnent over chance selection. In other 

words, by entering column 1 of Tables II, III, IV and V with an obtained 

score, column 2 will show the percent that should be rejected, column 3 

the percent of students that could be expected to succeed of the ones 

accepted, and column 1 the percentage of imporvement over chance se

lection.

•4

7. Taylor, H. & Russell, J. T., ’’The Relationship of Validity 
Coefficients to the Practical Effectiveness of Test 
in Selection: Discussion & Tables”, Journal of Applied 
Psychology, 1939# 23, PP-565-578
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TABLE II

PREMCTE-© SUCCESS (FIRST SS? $ COIZECE OF ETO]i»t»aCTG)
BX CCMHITIEG COLLE® ®AI® POU® AVERA® MM MJISfIPIE 
EE®ESSI® EQUATION: R *. .63

Computed
Grade Point
Average

Percentile
Equiv.

Percent
Success

Improvement
Over
Chance

3-2 95 100 20$

2.9 90 99 19$

2.5 80 98 18$

2.U 70 97 17$

2.0 60 96 16$

1.8 50 95 15$

1.6 Mo 93 13$

1.3 30 91 11$

1.1 20 83 8$

0.8 10 85 5$

o.U 5 83 3$
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tabis in
■tiasisiyvsimDICTING SUCCESS (FIRST SEMESTER COLLEGE OF EHG] 

YBCM FOOR XEAR HIGH ^BOOL ®SDg P0H1T AVERA® : 3
G)

Higfc School
Grade Point
Average

Percentile 
Equv.

Percent laiprovenient
Success Over Chance

3.8 95 99 19

3.6 90 98 18

3.3 80 97 17

3.1 70 95 15

2.9 6o 9^ 14

2.7 50 12

2.5 Mo 91 11

2.3 30 9

2.1 20 8T 7

1.8, 10 8N* 4

1.6 5 82 2
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HEDICTIKG SUCCESS (FIRST SE14ESTER COIZEGE OF ENGDEERIKG) 
FROM SCORE 01? MATEEtffiTIC SCFFEMHG TEST: T * AS

Math.
Screening 
Score

Percentile 
Eq,uv.

Percent
Success

-Trnproveoent
Over Chance

30 95 97 17

28 90 96 16

26 80 95 15

24 TO 93 13

23 60 92 12

22 50 90 10

21 4o 89 9

19 30 87 7

18 20 85 5

16 10 63 3

14 5 82 2
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TABLB V

EREDICTDIG SUCCESS (FIRST SEfffiSTER COIXEGE OF EIJGUEERING) 
FTxOM ACE *QB SCORE: r st Al

Score Percexitile
Eguv,

Percent
Success

Improvement
Over Chance

62 95 96 16

$8 90 95 15

55 80 93 13

52 70 92 12

A9 60 90 10

Hl 50. 89 9

Vt 4o S3 8

42 30 86 6

4o 20 85 5

36 10 83 3

33 5 82 2
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Table VI provides percentile equivalents for raw scores 

obtained on the following variables:

Coluiun (A) First semester college grade point averages

Colman (B) Hi^ti School .grade point averages

Colwim (C) Cooperative Inter-American Reading Test
"(part""S’"only) '

Colwnn (D) American Council on Education Psychological 
iteairation,' ^uanti&tive''' score"'6 Qr

Column (E) American Council on Education Psychological

Column (F) American Council on Education Psychological
.Ei^iratio^"'totri'"'scOTeir11 "T**

Colom (G) University of Houston Mathematical Screening
Test scores

Tliese percentiles were computed from the distribution of the scores 

obtained- by the eighty-niiie students in this group.
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TABLE VI
K X\

Percentile A B c D E P G

99 3.8 to3 50. 68. 90. 150. 34.

98 3-6 M.l to. 66. 87. 145. 33*

96 3-3 3-9 to. 63. 84. 139. 31.

95 3-2 3-8 to. 62. 80. 136. 30.

92 3.0 3.7 u. 59. 79. 133. 29#

8? 2.7 3.^ to. 56# 73. 125. 27...

80 2.5 3*3 41. 55. 70. 122. 26.

75 2.N 3.2 39. 53. 69. 119. 25.

70 2.3 3.1 38. 52. 117. 24.

60 2,0 2.9 36* 49. 64. 111. 23.

50 1.8 2.7 35. 47. 59. 106. 22-»

to 1.6 2.5 34. 44. 54. 101. 21.

30 1.3 2.3 32* to. 52. 95. 19.

25 1.2 2.2 33**' 41. 49. 93. 18.

20 1.1 2.1 29. 4o. 47. 90. 18.

15 0.9 2.0 28. 38e 45. 87. 17.

8 0.6 1.7 26. 35. 39. 79. 15.

5 o.M 1.6 23. 33. 38. 76. 14.

0.3 1.5 22. 3X* 34. 73. 13.

2 0.2 1.3 21. 28. 31. 67. 11.

1 0.0 1.1 20. 26. 29. 62. 10.



CHAPTEB V

swEy, com®io® ai® reccs®ffltin

Siszmary* ®ie ptwpose of this ittv-esttgatiou •was to deteraine 

bow accurately the first semester’s grrie point avera^ of recent high 

school graduates, enrolled in the College of Engineering of the University 

of Houstca could be predicted from a. tewledge of their high school, 

grade point average and scores obtained froia the Fresluoan Guidance Battery, 

and, to provide local norms far this group, ■

Pearsm’ s product-Eioment correlations were ccE^uted. between 

the criterion, high school grade point average, and. tlie scores obtained. 

fTcm the Freslwm Gxti.dcmce Battery, The Wmry-Boalittle method of test 

selection was used, to detersliw the multiple correlation coefficient and 

beta coefficients* The multiple correlation wns found to be .63* This 

multiple WIT compares favorably with those fouai in other studies on this 

subject reviewed by the investigator. The largest multiple correlation 

reported, in the literatura was ,66.

The Eiaxlnua predictive value was obtained by using the fol

lowing variables; Mgh school gra&e point average. Mathematic Screiming 

Test, and Aoerican Council cm Education Psychdlc^ieal Examination, 

quantitative score. Regression equations were provided for the prediction 

of the criterion by means of the above variables. Percentile equivalents 

were computed for the variables used in the study.
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Conclusions* The following conclusions are ’based on the findings 

of this study.

1. No single variable nor the multiple regression equation 

can be justifiably used, to predict individual success or failure in the 

College of Engineering of the University of Houston. But, if the College 

of Engineering accepts only those students whose predicted first semester 

grade point average was say 1.3 or above, then they could expect 910 out 

of 1000 admitted to obtain, a grade point average of 1.3 or better. Under 

the present system they can expect only 800 out of each 1000 students ad

mitted to make the required grade point average.

2. As a screening device for the College of Engineering the 

Freshman Guidance Battery could be greatly reduced as only the high school 

grade point average, scores on the mthemtic test, and the *Q* score on 

the ACE Psychological Eswimtion add to the value of the multiple regres

sion "r”.

3- Since most of the tests in the frestanan guidance battery 

show rather high intercorrelation with each other, it is very likely that 

the battery could be improved.
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Beeonmendat ions» Due to the difficulty of obtaining high 

school grade point averages at the time of counseling the investigator 

believes that further research should be done to try to replace this 

variable with bobio test score that -would yield as high or higher multi

ple regression wr”. From studying the literature on the research that 

has been unde in this area it would seem that one of the standardised 

achievement test in English could, perhaps, replace the high school 
8 

grade point average.

The findings of this study should be verified by applying 

the regression equation to another sample of onginecring students in 

order to compare the predicted success with their actual success.

8. Drake, L. E. & Thomas, W* E., “Forecasting Academic Achievement 
in the College of Engineering”, Journal of Engineering 
Education, DeceaMr 1953, I’D- T' "■
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